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IBM Information Server profiles data
by performing complete source-system analysis, including column and
table analysis, primary and foreign
key analysis, relationship analysis
and redundancy analysis on your
heterogeneous data sources. It also
features extensive reporting capabilities, robust security, scheduling and a
customizable dashboard, all in a stateof-the-art intuitive GUI (see Figure 1).
IBM Information Server data profiling
and analysis features include:
Comprehensive data analysis—
A complete set of metrics offers a com-

Figure 1. Frequency distribution results from column analysis
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do it (see Figure 2).
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Drill down—View individual records
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Native parallel data profiling—Profile
high volumes of data easily without any
added configuration.
Secured analysis—Project-, roleand user-based security controls
access to sensitive analytical information. Controls can be as open or
as restrictive as needed to meet
compliance requirements.
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With IBM WebSphere® Information
Analyzer, leverage an understanding
of source systems to uncover
anomalies including:
• Missing data
• Inaccurate and inconsistent data

Broad support of data sources—

enabling more accessibility and con-
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sistency throughout the enterprise.

SQL Server, Sybase, IBM Informix ,
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Microsoft® Access, text files, Open

Active metadata across IBM
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sources and more.

collection and management of metadata across the entire integration
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Leveraging a Service Oriented
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plete information integration platform,

• Duplicate data

Baseline analysis—Compare results
from current profiling sessions with
the results from a prior profiling
session, gaining insight into what may
have changed in structure or content
over time.
Integrated metadata—Share
analytical results and profiling notes
across all IBM Information Server
modules.

Figure 2. Rich, task-based graphical user interface with customizable dashboard
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IBM Information Server delivers

cleansing, transforming and moving

trusted information

this information consistently and

Organizations face an information

securely throughout the enterprise, so

challenge beginning with locating

it can be accessed and used in new

information, getting it when it is needed

ways to drive innovation, increase oper-

in the form needed, and once it is

ational efficiency and help lower risk.

found, discerning further insights from
it. Information validity and control are
additional concerns. The challenges
only mount if businesses cannot ensure
access to authoritative, consistent,
timely and complete information.

System requirements
WebSphere Information Analyzer—the
IBM Information Server module that
delivers information profiling and
analysis functions—supports the following operating systems: IBM AIX®,
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of any type of information across any
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source. It provides breakthrough
productivity and performance for
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